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INTRODUCTION  
Starting from the recognition that the contribution and influence of particular parts of the body 
are different in performing kinetic structure, and that the process of integration and 
synchronisation of movement rules within the kinetic structure. It is  reasonable to except certain 
variability and covariability of particular parts of the body within biomechanical units of the 
kinetic structure of the smash-shoot in volleyball. The main aim of this research is directed to the 
biomechanical analysis, searching for common processes of particular body parts in time 
segments, with the aim of establishing mechanisms and processes of integration, synchronisation 
and selferegulation in the kinetic structure of the smash-shoot in volleyball. 
 
METHODS  
Collecting  information  and defining of parameters has been performed using instruments of 
"KINEZIOMETAR" connected to a computer with a suitable accessories applying the program 
support for analogous-digital conversion of data in the kinetic structure of the smash-shoot in 
volleyball are based on approximation of the wave form by means of time and amplitudely 
discreet values by quantifying and coding of values. Through the application of time quantifying 
the kinetic structure is discreet equidistally and successively in intervals. Accordingly to the 
analysis of the acquired data, the structure thus obtained  is defined in the following way; 

1. the obtained discreet, equidistal and successive values are topologically determined 
accordingly to particular body parts as four not-standardised functions; left leg (LL), left arm 
(LA), right leg (RL),right arm (RA) that take part in the realisation of kinetic structure, 

2. the number of points in time sequences is determined accordingly to the duration of the 
movement performance, and it amounted to 352 points that have been registered for each 
succession in time = 0.0016 s, 
3. the number of correlation periods of functions of spectral density of kinetic structure is defined 
in four steps, 
4. the number of the whole-number periods of functions of spectral density is defined in four 
periods. 
For the analysis of auto-correlations, cross-correlations and the spectral power of function 
(stationary) of time groups (within the kinetic structure), the spectral analysis with the POWDEN 
program from the program pack "STAT-PACK" has been applied. 
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Image The position of the body in the phase of the smash-shoot ad the obtained analogue values 
 
 
RESULTS  
The obtained discrete, equidistal and successive values for the four functions of the time 
sequences (left leg, left arm, right leg, right arm) of the smash-shoot kinetic structure in 
volleyball, are distributed to four equal time periods (Figure 1). The results indicate that the 
realisation of smash-shoot kinetic structure in volleyball lasts for 0.5632 seconds. The obtained 
average values and the dispersion size in particular segments (time period of 0.1408 seconds) 
point out to the difference in position and contribution of individual body parts within the kinetic 
structure. The average frequency in particular time intervals indicates different speed and motion 
amplitude for certain body parts, that will contribute to the kinetic changes in frequency of the 
profile of spectral power within motion structure. 
 

                                     
Figure 1. Obtained analogue values in the smash-shoot   

 
This also refers to the dispersion size in particular segments that will have important influence on 
the volume of kinetic structure (Table 1). 
 
 
 
 
 



Table 1. Array of lagged means and standard deviations  
-----------------------------------------------------------------      
Lagged means 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
Series         1       2      3     4 
Period  
 1. 0.0000 - 0.1408   79.20    137.32     86.95    198.25   
 2. 0.1408 - 0.2816   79.93    137.00     60.82    138.82   
 3. 0.2816 - 0.4224   52.93    136.20     21.07      95.36   
 4. 0.4224 - 0.5632   81.14      94.41     49.25    145.14  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
     0.0000 - 0.5632   71.54    128.84     56.47    124.34   
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Standard deviations 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Series         1       2      3    4 
 Period 
 1. 0.0000 - 0.1408   11.92     15.70     12.51     18.87   
 2. 0.1408 - 0.2816   11.98     15.70     13.17     18.87   
 3. 0.2816 - 0.4224   11.68     15.65       6.16     14.66   
 4. 0.4224 - 0.5610   12.35     15.08     11.15     16.20   
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
     0.0000 - 0.5632   18.53     23.42     21.17     30.13  
  
In the first segment of the kinetic structure that lasts for 0.1408 seconds all functions are closely 
alike, so the entire system is in stationary condition. Distribution of frequencies is distributed 
from the area of high frequencies and, in lower degrees, to the area of lower frequencies. 
Obviously this segment of kinetic structure matches the phase of the initial position. Legs, with a 
slight flection of the knees, are positioned parallelly, arms are positioned at the hip level, and with 
a slight flection in a relaxed manner with the tendency to a movement backwards. Through the 
perception and usage of time and space parameters, a forward directed movement preparation is 
performed, towards the net and the assigned point of the ball curve where pushing up from the 
surface  will be performed. At the same time, the movement of arms has an exceptional role. At 
the moment of the preparation for the take-off, arms are declined to the back with the task of  
enforcing the balance position and creating the preconditions for preparation of optimal body 
position to perform take-off. The second segment in kinetic structure lasts from 0.1408 to 0.2816 
seconds. In this time span the distribution of frequency is noted for legs and tends to the area of 
low results, which is understandable because legs bend at knees at fast rate lowering the gravity 
centre of the body, forming the preconditions for take-off. Dealing with arms, significant 
distribution of frequency is noted for the right arm, while it is insignificant for the left. The 
obtained results originate in bringing the whole system into a position that will ensure optimal 
conditions for a powerful take-off and reaching the maximal height. The period that characterises 
the connection of the run and the take-off, and represents the last step. At the last step, the 
backward leg is drawn rapidly to the front leg and through a small semi-squat, the entire weight is 
carried over from heels to toes and thus creates preconditions for the take-off. The third segment 
in kinetic structure lasts from 0.2816 to 0.4224 seconds. This period is characterised by 
distribution from the area of lower frequencies to the area of higher frequencies that refer to the 
function of the legs. Arms, however follow similar pattern of frequency which is delayed from 
the latter in time span. Such relation in kinetic structure is manifested by speedy and powerful 
take-off of legs that is directed upwards and forward, that ensures reaching their maximal height 
(maximum is reached in the time of 0.2816 seconds), and the gained height is retained until 
0.4160 second. This time interval that lasts for 0.1344 seconds represents the stable condition or 



body floating (standstill). This time ensures and enables the body to preserve the balance position 
and create the most favourable conditions to perform smash-shoot and later to preserve the 
balance position. The right arm, which performs the smash on the ball, reaches the culmination of 
conveying and taking the optimal position of lifted arms being contorted in a posture behind the 
head, in only 0.0032 seconds after the reached maximum by the body (maximum is reached in the 
time of 0.2848 seconds). In the reached position the arm remains blocked for a period of time to 
0.3456 seconds. This time interval that lasts for 0.0640 seconds enables the inclusion of sensory 
corrections for the precisely performed movement. The obtained difference in reaching the 
maximum between legs and arms, indicates that the body retains the position that enables it to 
perform the smash on the ball for a certain time (0.13456 sec.). The last action - smashing the ball 
- begins before the body reaches the highest point. Right arm that hits the ball is thrown 
backwards behind the head to get the required swinging motion. The smash is performed at the 
moment when the body reaches the standstill position. In that moment the hand is rapidly 
extended and at the smash it is fully stretched out. The time period in the kinetic structure that 
belongs to the fourth segment is within the time span of 0.4224 to 0.5632 seconds. Distribution in 
the area of average frequency indicates certain stationary quality between lower extremities that 
ensure landing and arms that return in the position prior to the movement. Through the analysis of 
the group of points in co-ordinate system with co-ordinates (the spread out diagram gives the 
observed measure values at the moment of (shift)). As the observed measure values stand in 
certain ralation, therefore there is also auto-correlative function of particular segments within the 
movement structure that retains the periodical quality of the obtained measure value (Table 2). It 
should be stressed out that auto-correlative function and spectral density of the function power 
form Fourier's transformation pair (Wiener - Khinchin Theorem). 
 
Table 2. Matrices of auto and cross correlations (I. J. L.) 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
 J=      0       1          2             3 
------------------------------------------------------------ LEG (0) 
 I=   0      1.00000    .69065    .68604    .59005 
 I=   1       .69065   1.00000    .45948    .60832 
 I=   2       .68604    .45948   1.00000    .56785 
 I=   3       .59005    .60832    .56785   1.00000 
------------------------------------------------------------ LEG (1) 
 I=   0       .27532   -.12347    .23766    .09051 
 I=   1      -.10187    .03965   -.03469    .03215 
 I=   2       .22728   -.04316    .66887    .24492 
 I=   3       .11308    .06206    .25954    .61577 
------------------------------------------------------------ LEG (2) 
 I=   0       .25948   -.12157    .24202    .09736 
 I=   1      -.10779    .02784   -.03789    .03162 
 I=   2       .22027   -.03717    .66682    .25659 
 I=   3       .10227    .05504    .25386    .59806 
------------------------------------------------------------ LEG (3) 
 I=   0       .24211   -.11579    .24627    .10843 
 I=   1      -.11475    .01811   -.04042    .03503 
 I=   2       .21723   -.02649    .66669    .27135 
 I=   3       .08976    .04720    .24544    .58004 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Interval  korelacije   2.96674   2.75845   2.71337   2.16622 
 Središnja raspodjela 5.93348   5.51690   5.42674   4.33244 
 Središnja učestalost  0.04214   0.04532   0.04607   0.05770 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 



Auto-correlative function that represents the relation of particular function within the kinetic 
structure. At that we have to keep in mind that periodic function - Fourier's harmonic analysis by 
using the relation between hyperbolic and trigonometric functions, have equivalency of both 
forms between the mentioned functions and mathematical identity; in other words the amplitude 
of trigonomertic function equals the half amplitude at hyperbolic function. Through their 
coefficients at particular functions they point out to the dynamics of specific parts of the body 
within the movement structure of the smash-shoot. Auto-correlation coefficients within the 
functions of lower extremities indicate that they are almost identical. In the first segment 
coefficients are remarkably high which was expected as we deal with preparation phase marked 
by stationary position. Nevertheless, in the second segment of kinetic structure coefficients 
indicate to the change in functions, which are manifested through function changes regarding the 
time and space elements. Namely, the rate of changes is expressed through the power of 
harmonics  on mutual amplitude. This is also confirmed by distribution of strength in the spectre 
that does not depend on phase shift of specific harmonics. Therefore, the increase of speed and 
amplitudinal qualities simultaneously represent the complex spectre of auto-correlation within 
particular function. This means that periodic functions, which have the same amplitudes of 
harmonics, while they are mutually different by their phase shifts, have the same auto-correlative 
function. In our case, spectral power density represents the central power of dispersion with the 
amplitude of 0.1882 cm by the frequency unit of 0.0016 seconds. The obtained results indicate 
that the correlation interval which defines the distance from the zero point to the point of the first 
intersection of auto-correlative function with the x-axis (abscissa) is the largest in the first 
fragment, somewhat smaller in the fourth and the third fragment, while it is the smallest in the 
second fragment. The average distribution within particular fragment displays simmilar tendency. 
However, the average frequency is the lowest in the first fragment, and it is the highest and 
almost alike in the second and the third fragment, and somewhat lower in the fourth fragment. All 
the functions have the most complex structure of auto-correlation in the third segment. The 
noticed diminishing of auto-correlation coefficients indicates the growing function. At the same 
time the distribution of strength in the spectre of periodical functios within this segment indicates 
the increase of strength in the area of high frequency. This points out to the increase of speed-
strength and amplitude properties in kinetic structure. In the space of the fourth segment, each 
function has a settling tendency which is indicated by correlation and spectral strength density. 
Surveying cross-correlations that point out to the relations of obtained data in kinetic structure 
within the two following intervals, indicates that cross-correlation function produces a complex 
mutual dependance of the functions of particular body parts in particular intervals of kinetic 
structure. It can be noted that harmonics' phase shifts within the structure have a configuration 
dependant on continuous flow of the movement, independant of time. Through the analysis of 
coefficients of mutual correlation one notices the greatest vacillation in the intervals of the second 
(take-off and creation of preconditions for smashing the ball) and the third ( smashing the ball and 
regaining balance). The spectre of mutual strength where the phase shift of harmonics is within 
the system of kinetic structure also indicates this (Table 3). 
 
Table 3.  Co - spectral densities relative series  
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Series          1        2       3       4 
 Period 
     1            .05482   -.02263    .04657     .02036 
     2          -.02263     .00767   -.00777     .00935 
     3            .04657   -.00777    .13403     .05063 
     4            .02036     .00935   .05063     .12302 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 



Obtained coefficients of cross-correlation of all functions in these segments indicate to the 
integration of elements of speed and strength with the highest amplitude. Besides, the relations 
between these segments indicate to the high level of integration of mechanisms for the regulation 
of motion structure in which the essential role is played by ideo motoric programes with the use 
of perception to introduce sensory corrections in the movement flow. On the basis of co-spectral 
function of density and by the means of its phase shift of 90°, we obtained a square spectral 
density function that confirms the obtained qualities of the functions' properties. This can also be 
noted at other characteristic values of mutual correlation of the function of spectral power like 
amplitude, phase shift and the intensification of functions (Table 4. 5). 
 
Table 4. Cross - spectral coherencies relative to series  
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Series         1       2       3      4 
 Period 
     1          1.00000    .91856    .29517    .06146 (1) 
     2           .91856   1.00000    .05874    .09273 (2) 
     3           .29517    .05874   1.00000    .15548 (3) 
     4           .06146    .09273    .15548   1.00000 (4) 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
Table 5.  Cross - spectral Gaines of series (relative to series J) 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Series         1       2       3       4 
 Period 
     1          1.00000    .95131     .34745    .16549 
     2           .41289   1.00000     .05797    .07603 
     3           .84954     .71319   1.00000    .41158 
     4           .37140     .81966     .37776   1.00000 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
Stand.deviations   .00744    .00104     .01819     .01669 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
DISCUSSION  
Obtained values of functions of auto-correlation and cross-correlation (stationary) of time groups 
(left leg, left arm, right leg, right arm) for all steps of discretisation (time points - intervals), direct 
to the structure and configuration of particular parts of the body within the kinetic structure. This 
has been proved by the obtained values of the growth of the speed and amplitude values of the 
complex spectre of auto-correlation, cross-correlation, the spectre of power density and the 
spectre of the mutual power in the phase movement of the particular body parts within harmonic  
kinetic structure. Applying the spectral analysis and time quantifying of the kinetic structure of 
the smash-shoot in volleyball, time intervals have enabled discretisation equidistally and 
successively. It has made possible the establishment of relationship and correlation within a unit 
and between particular body parts. Derivation of the kinetic structure in time intervals has 
ensured and insighted into the structure and structural unity of the kinetic structure. Processes of 
integration, synchronisation and self-regulation within the kinetic structure  have shown the 
essential factors which dominate and which are responsible for the formation of the 
biomechanical structure of the smash-shoot in volleyball. 
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